Proposed Changes to Art History Major BA

**Present:**

**Art History Major**
The major requirements for the B.A. in Art History are as follows: (52 units)

1. **Lower-division requirements (12 units):**
   - one lower-division course in each of the three major areas. Note: No course that appears in more than one area can be repeated
   - a) Pre-modern: AHS 015, AHS 017A, AHS 017B, AHS 027/ANTH 027/LNST 027
   - b) Early Modern: AHS 015, AHS 017B, AHS 017C, AHS 023, AHS 028/LNST 028
   - c) Modern/Contemporary: AHS 008, AHS 017C, AHS 020/MCS 023, AHS 021/URST 021, AHS 023, AHS 028/LNST 028

2. **Upper-division requirements (40 units)**
   - a) AHS 192
   - b) Two courses in each of the major areas (24 units). Note: No course that appears in more than one area can be repeated.
     - (1) Pre-modern: AHS 102/ANTH 102, AHS 112/ANTH 151/LNST 112, AHS 116/LNST 116, AHS 117/ANTH 157/LNST 117, AHS 138/AST 138, AHS 139/AST 139, AHS 143/AST 143, AHS 144/AST 144, AHS 147, AHS 148, AHS 155, AHS 156, AHS 157, AHS 159
     - (2) Early Modern: AHS 113, AHS 116/LNST 116, AHS 117/ANTH 157/LNST 117, AHS 134/HISE 134, AHS 138/AST 138, AHS 139/AST 139,

**Proposed:**

**Art History Major**
The major requirements for the B.A. in Art History are as follows: (52 units)

1. **Lower-division requirements (12 units):**
   - one lower-division course in each of the three major areas. Note: No course that appears in more than one area can be repeated
   - a) Pre-modern: AHS 013, AHS 015, AHS 016, AHS 017A or AHS 017HA, AHS 017B or AHS 017HB, AHS 027/ANTH 027/LNST 027
   - b) Early Modern: AHS 013, AHS 015, AHS 016, AHS 017B or AHS 017HB, AHS 017C or AHS 017HC, AHS 023, AHS 028/LNST 028
   - c) Modern/Contemporary: AHS 008, AHS 013, AHS 017C or AHS 017HC, AHS 020/MCS 023, AHS 021/URST 021, AHS 023, AHS 028/LNST 028

2. **Upper-division requirements (40 units)**
   - a) AHS 192
   - b) Two courses in each of the major areas (24 units). Note: No course that appears in more than one area can be repeated.
     - (1) Pre-modern: AHS 112/ANTH 151/LNST 112, AHS 116/LNST 116, AHS 117/ANTH 157/LNST 117, AHS 138/AST 138, AHS 139/AST 139, AHS 143/AST 143, AHS 144/AST 144, AHS 147, AHS 148, AHS 155, AHS 156, AHS 157, AHS 159
     - (2) Early Modern: AHS 113, AHS 116/LNST 116, AHS 117/ANTH 157/LNST 117, AHS 134/HISE 134, AHS 138/AST 138, AHS 139/AST 139,
AHS 143/AST 143, AHS 144/AST 144, AHS 146/AST 146, AHS 160, AHS 161, AHS 162, AHS 163, AHS 164, AHS 165/HISE 133/WMST 170, AHS 166/WMST 169, AHS 167, AHS 168, AHS 169, AHS 170, AHS 171, AHS 172, AHS 173, AHS 174, AHS 175, AHS 177, AHS 178/URST 178, AHS 179


3. Twelve (12) elective units of upper-division course work in Art History chosen from the three major areas:

Justification:
Developed new courses therefore, the dept. is adding the courses to their respective requirement area, and added missing cross listed classes, and honors sections.

Approvals:
Approved by the faculty of the Department of Art History: November 17, 2020
Approved by the Executive Committee of the College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences: February 15, 2021
Approved by the Committee on Educational Policy: April 21, 2021